Abstract. This study analyzes the situation with investors that will be port operators in three Ukrainian
Анотація. Дана робота вивчає ситуацію з іноземними портовими операторами в трьох українських портах і прогнозує подальший розви-
Introduction. The economic fall in Ukraine which began in 2013, didn't make people living in this country optimistic as to the country is progress. But despite of this situation, our country can attract potential investors in shipping business by our advantageous position and big supply of grain, iron ore and other types of cargo [7] . Anyway, we have problems like the absence of regulation about inland waters [1] . Our government provides many reforms (related with port and shipping, too [1] ), so the situation changes almost every day and you need to have many patience to do business in Ukraine.
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In Figure 1 . you can see that all these three ports are situated near each other. Odessa Port (in the middle) is the oldest port, Yuzhny (at the top) has the deepest water and Chernomorsk (below Odessa) has the biggest quantity of free space. All time these ports have neutral relationships. Now the situation can completely change in both ways (competition or cooperation).
Fig. 1. Map of Odessa region
Literature review. Igor Hoshovskyy [1] in his report «Top 5 trade in Ukrainian shipping» explains general points and changes in Ukrainian law about ports and inland waters. First, he talks about situation with port administration and concession: he notices future investors may have some problems because of not enough stable position due to many reforms that our government is trying to provide all together. After that, he makes a review of the situation that happened with some big companies such as «Risoyl», TIS and DeltaWilmar. He concludes his review by the sentence that many potential investors might think Ukraine isn't a good place for investment.
Konstantin Ilnitsky [2] wrote an article «Grain terminals in Ports: who, where, what builds». The main points of his work are forecasts and analyses of future demand in grain loading-discharging equipment and grain throughput. But he said nothing about the problem with railway facilities: throughput of many ports could achieve 120 million tons by 2020, but analytics are not sure railway stations can serve at least 50-60 million tons [1] .
Catherine Hrebenyk [3] in her article «Hutchison Ports: who created the biggest port operator in the world» was talking about one of investors that want to build its terminal in the port Chernomorsk. This company works with containers. Alexander Denisenko [4] also was talking about one of investors that is DP World. This company works with containers, too. The journal «Eco-nomic truth» [5] announced Chinese company Sinohydro wants to invest in the port Chernomorsk and analyzed the problems, why they can't begin their work right now. Moreover, I want to discuss the situation with Cargill that's discussed in another Catherine Hrebenyk's article [6] . Finally, to better analyze the situation I took some data from the article «Cargo trade of Ukrainian port in 2015: general trade» [7] .
However, I can't totally agree with Igor Hoshovskyy, because the situation with the companies didn't influence the economic stability of the country and some people can explain that as a way to compete. Anyway, it was fixed by our government and his opinion is too critical. Also, he was talking about grain terminals, but, as for me, Konstantin Ilnitsky better highlights this issue in his article.
Results

Cargill's case
In the middle of 1990s this American company started to do its business in Ukraine in Donbass area. In 2000 when its plant began to work, they said that was the best decision and the best project in CIS. From that moment Cargill became leader on the grain and sunflower oil market. Not all their beginnings were successful, they failed with their strategy, recycling, transshipment and even financial sector.
First their problem was they didn't account for Ukrainian export (in the end of the 1990s it decreased a lot), but they solved these problems by building the plant that processed grain and sunflower. Unfortunately, this plant doesn't work now because of the situation in the east part of Ukraine. Next, as their main strategy there was built a plan in selection and seed production (in cultivation of hybrid seed culture and exchange of experience with ex-soviet scientists more exactly). Anyway, this strategy failed because American scientists didn't take into account all aspects of Ukrainian climate and, furthermore, Cargill had different views with their potential collaborator [6] .
By 2005 they had their office in Kiev (capital of Ukraine) and did business in such sectors as vending grain, oils, seeds of oil culture etc. Many Ukrainian analytics didn't admire Cargill's politics. On the one hand, they used their big experience in many segments of the market, so they decided not to be leader, but at least to operate with little volume of the market (this thought made some agrarians unhappy, because this company was a core enterprise in the market of grain and could change the price what even they wanted). On the other hand, they made people all the time think Cargill isn't just a simple company, they are an American company, so they all the time use their political support and even the company used its government relationships to achieve some of their purposes [6] .
But their position of on American company not all the time was really good for even themselves. They had some problems in 2006 when our government limited export of grain (because of that, Cargill forced to pay for staying ships and handing cargo in the port without work). Also, the company had the problem with entering the port and building there its terminal. They had three failed attempts [6] . They explained they had many competitors and entering port (they decided to enter the port of Chernomorsk, because this port has many free place to build a new terminal). Such a big company will make many people feel uncomfortable in the market. All projects considered good plans, new technologies and attempts of different pieces of land, but anyway it was a fail.
The last challenge for them was a full breakdown of one of Ukrainian banks «Delta». They constituted 30 % assets of this bank. However, Cargill is interested even now in banks, because due to that they can help their agrarians finance the harvest. Now they have also some problems as they have no their own terminal. For such a big company it's more convenient to have its own one and not to wait when it'll be free. As for me, they decided to work in a very good way, because the biggest cargo trade in Ukraine it's grain [7] , and moreover the company considers now logistics situation's to their advantage. Anyway they're the third the biggest company that works with grain export in Ukraine and they are near their competitors, so the situation can immediately change. Let's consider SWOT-analysis that's presented in Table 1 . Strategy Analysis is shown in Table 2 . We think that the best strategy is WT, because the company now is not in so good a situation and can totally lose its positions in Ukraine.
Hutchison Ports' case
Also, a good example of the company that was trying to enter one of Ukrainian ports. But unlike Cargill, Hutchison Port will have built their terminal in the port of Chernomorsk by the end of this year. They also had some failed attempt, but their strategy is completely different: they don't like to hurry up, first they collect information about a new potential market, they do the research about their customers and after that, they define the best strategy to achieve the leading position in this market. Therefore, before entering the port, managing director of European Department met our Minister of Infrastructure and officially visited the port of Chernomorsk. Moreover, Hutchison Port signed a memorandum about cooperation with Ukrainian government on the port Chernomorsk's development.
Our analytics forecast is that this company will attract cargo trade in Ukraine by their brand terminal. Likewise, the company administration announced they wanted to make this port a big logistic hub due to Ukrainian good transit capacity. But now they are just researching the technologic situation of the port [3] . In our opinion, from one hand, it's a good and convenient cooperation to all (company and country), because we have not so many companies that work with containers, so it'll be easy to enter the market. But, on the other hand, container trade takes the last position in cargo trade of our country [7] , so it can make some problems to find the cargo to export.
Let's consider SWOT-analysis that's presented in Table 3 . Strategy Analysis is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 Strategy Analysis In our opinion, the best strategy is ST, because the company have many sectors in which they're working and also they can build new cargo trade of containers in Ukraine.
DP World's case
This company trying to enter the Ukrainian market for the first time and is doing that now really successfully: their first project is Odessa port fleet. They think Odessa port has a really good (even the best in Ukraine) port fleet, because all maintenance and repair work they can do exactly in the port [4] . Not all are happy by the decision our government has taken, but it happened: The Minister of Infrastructure signed another memorandum with DP World about cooperation and development of port fleet in Odessa port [4] . Some ana-lytics think it can be a big problem that Odessa port will have no port fleet of its own, so the port will lose one profitable way to earn money and this situation will provide monopoly in pilot service, but others think that's even good, because we have examples in some ports of our country.
Also, the administration of DP World wants to realize some projects in the Yuzhny port by building there their terminal, but now we have not enough reliable information to say they will be in that port. Moreover, our government thinks this company can attract some cargo trade by its brand name in Ukraine. Anyway, this port operator wants to work with container trade and, like Hutchison Port.
Let's consider SWOT-analysis that's presented in Table 5 . Strategy Analysis is shown in Table 6 . Table 6 Strategy Analysis The best strategy is ST, because the country is not in such a good situation and instability can influence this companies activities.
Extra case: Sinohydro
Sinohydro is a state company that works with hydrotechnical equipment. They have their representatives in many countries, but their homeland is China (they built there 70 % of hydrotechnical equipment and infrastructure), and now they want to collaborate with Chernomorsk port.
But the main problem is they are a state company and they are not allowed to work with private companies. Because of that, our government has begun an experiment, as they say, of concession. Also, because of that our government has decided to redo the law about it, so it'll spend a lot of time before Sinohydro begins to do their business. But they have many alternatives and big interest in that port, so their director of Europe Department now is in discussion of all details of future cooperation [5] .
Let's consider SWOT-analysis that's presented in Table 7 . In our opinion, the best strategy is WO, because the company needs to wait till the end of reforms in concession.
Advice to investors
Our point of view is the following. Cargill need to focus on their main problem: they trust not adequately good and reliable companies and people. Not all suppliers are happy that the company is a core enterprise, but, furthermore, now Cargill's trying to improve their strategy to have better relationships with them. We think they need to analyze the market and find people that are really reliable.
About Hutchison Port, they know what to do and have big plans. Just one thing that can be a problem, their strategy: they have a big competitor in DP World that can attract Hutchison Port's consumers or suppliers.
However, DP World need to hurry up with entering port like container port operator or build strong relationships with potential suppliers and consumers that can help them to compete with Hutchison Port.
Finally, Sinohydro: they need just to wait till the situation with the law about concession is over and after that they can try their best in one of Ukrainian ports.
Conclusions. Many port operators will enter Ukrainian ports by the end of this year, all are really known in the world, so they can bring in potential investors and costumers to our country. If Hutchison Port achieve their goals, Chernomorsk will be hub port, but anyway these three ports are situated near each other, so cooperation cannot take place in that relationship. Cargill have many competitors because of really big sector of the market, but now it can't influence so much in the situation of these three ports. DP World should compete with Hutchison Port, so relationships with Chernomorsk and Yuzhny ports will be competition. Also, on the side of Chernomorsk port is Sinohydro company that'll raise the status of this port. About the ports of Odessa and Chernomorsk, I think they'll cooperate in the same way as Odessa and Yuzhny, because Odessa is a regional center and has a better railway infrastructure.
